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The Permissive Society: Some Psychological Aspects
The 'permissive society' is a mildly pejorative term connoting certain attitudinal and behavioural aspects of Western civilization to which some take exception and of which some disapprove. A more accurate phrase, a colleague tells me, would be the 'civilized' society, but whether this is so I must leave others to judge. Gunn (1970) has suggested that three elements at least go to make up the society in which we live today: (1) An increasing control of behaviour which endangers the life, health and happiness of others; (2) a decreasing control of behaviour which does not interfere with others; and (3) tolerance and humanity in dealing with transgressors.
At present, I would like to examine some techno-socio-psychological factors that have contributed to the current era and to consider whether history can provide any parellels.
In 1962 Professor G M Carstairs, an anthropologically-orientated psychiatrist, delivered his brilliant, prescient Reith lectures. The choice of a psychiatrist to give these lectures was significant, and it may be recalled that some of the observations he made were unacceptable to many: but eight short years have shown that much that he said was devastatingly accurate. Professor Carstairs studied the interaction of tradition, social environment and personality in British society and he examined the life of the individual stage by stage, paying special attention to epochs where things could go wrong. Did contemporary practices such as failure to breastfeed and overemphasis on early toilet training, he wondered, lead to later attitudes of pessimism and overconcern with cleanliness and punctuality? Fewer children were physically handicapped, he noted, but many were psychologically maimed by emotional deprivation; had their numbers increased or had society simply become more aware of them? Professor Carstairs looked at adolescence, stressing the difficulties of maturation, the increase of 'precocious' sexuality and the increase in antisocial behaviour. He dealt with the changing role of women and the conflicts and problems thus engendered. He went on to consider the quality of the lives that most people led, discussing the role of education and religion as well as the development of suicide, depression and dependence on tranquil-lizing drugs. Of paramount importance for the future, Professor Carstairs felt, was the discovery by the individual and by society of the destructive forces that lay submerged in many people which had been produced by lack of emotional security in early life. These forces led later, he observed, if not to actual antisocial behaviour, at best to suspicion, isolation and despair.
Advances in Technology Personality and culture are inextricably linked with technical progress and it would not be too much to say that society as we know it today could not have developed without a series of advances which, though fairly recent, are for the most part taken for granted. As Donald Shon (1971) has reminded us, change is continuous and all-pervasive and is proceeding at an ever-accelerating tempo. Individuals must now handle transformations that formerly were handled by the replacement of one generation by another; the consequences are uncertainty and resistance to change by individuals and by organizations which see their stability threatened. Counterbalancing such pressures, however, are a series of modern developments by which man has achieved an increasing understanding and mastery of his environment with a corresponding increase in freedom to think and to behave in the way in which he feels inclined.
The jet aeroplane has made the world smaller, shortening vast distances into a few flying hours and making retention of traditional patterns of thought and behaviour increasingly difficult to maintain. At the other end of the scale the 15 million cars now on British roads have led to greater convenience and pleasure for the family and to increased, usually unchaperoned, freedom for the young. The era of instant mass communication of news, views, demonstrations and protests has arrived with television, which, installed in 16 million British homes, exerts a compelling influence on the knowledge, attitudes and activities of the young, the unintelligent and the suggestible. New forms of poweroil from abroad or the sea bed and atomic reactorshave made electricity more plentiful and, sparked off by military requirements and space programmes, computers have been invented and the electronics industry 1has mushroomed. These two developments have enablcd storage and retrieval of readily-available information about the individuala sort of electronic snoopingto be introduced, and much personal information on consumer preferences, income-brackets, patterns of leisure and other topics is now available to the mammoth sales-corporations that have been formed to survive the ruthless competition of the business world. Commuting to work in some vast conurbation, the individual has becomc steadily more dehumanized and more concerned with his leisure, which in the main he cannot utilize constructively. Mass-production and the development of new materials such as plastic have made it possible to provide cornucopias of consumer-durables and appliances designed to reduce the burden of household chores. The pre-packaged frozen food industry, together with refrigeration, has enriched the housewife's table with a further reduction in her domestic drudgery. The majority of infectious diseases as well as many other illnesses are now amenable to medical treatment, and the oral contraceptive, in the words of Sir Dugald Baird (1969) , 'has released women from the tyranny of excessive childbearing'.
Social Change in Great Britain
Arthur Marwick (1970) has emphasized that many of the social changes that we are now witnessing have been taking place gradually since the early part of the century, but have been greatly accelerated by the two world wars.
There has been a progressive decline in the status and prestige of such long-established patriarchically-orientated institutions as the Crown, the Church and the Services. Pari passt with this has come a looserning of class barriers stemming in part from the levelling down of the richl and aristocratic by taxation, in part from the levelling up of the unskilled, semiskilled and skilled by education and welfare, in part from living in cities and in part from the pervasive effect of the mass media, especially television. The master/servant relationship has become unusual and domestic servants have become a rarity. In the family the status of the father, no longer the sole breadwinner, has declined, and as women have gained a fairer share of opportunities and have gone out to work, the parental home has become less cohesive, less authoritarian and perhaps less emotionally secure. The availability of well-paid jobs for teenagers, who are no longer in positions of subservience through economic bondage, has led to their emancipation and to greater attention being paid by the media to their preoccupations and problems. Advertising has remorselessly focused on the spending capacity of the adolescent since he or she, secure beneath a state-subsidized council house roof, usually has 'ready money' available without the financial and other responsibilities of his hardly-better-paid parents. The old, living in a society where all their assets are deteriorating, watch mournfully as their living standards decline and the ideals by which they lived appear to be derided and ignored.
Consequencesfor Society
The technological advances referred to earlier have led to increased leisure and to a better standard (if not quality) of lifethe 'affluent' society. The United States, the original such society described by J K Galbraith (1970), has influenced many Western cultures, few more so than our own. Artificial wants created by advertising to stimulate consumer demand sufficient to absorb production and import capacity have, together with built-in obsolescence, led to wastage on a grand scale. Near-universal credit has been encouraged by hire-purchase schemes, and through 'buy nowpay later' many have come to feel that they are entitled immediately to have the things they want houses, cars, furniture, appliances and so forthwithout making the effort necessary to amass the money to pay for them.
Traditionally correct patterns of behaviour derived from the mores of the institutions, class-structure, family patterns and the views of the old have been eroded. The middle-aged and elderly stand by, perplexed that the culture that they have upheld and passed on has suddenly come to be regarded as having no lasting value. Professor Carstairs (1963) has noted that, as the power of men in society has declined, women, in seeking their satisfactions, have had to be more assertivebecause of their social rolethan their jobs per se have necessitated. Society, viewing them as rejecting mothers, has made them feel guilty; they have felt the burden of the stresses imposed by their new liberty and have become uncertain of their role. The young, lago Galdston (1969) believes, have been orphaned and their parents bereaved. The media, especially television, continually propagate patterns of behaviour shown by teenagers, the underprivileged, the rebellious and the emotionally disturbed. Many of the younger generation, Professor Ayer (1968) observes, resent their parents for bequeathing them a society which they despise; some, refusing to conform in a nevertheless ultra-conforming way, take sexuality for granted and resort to drugs, delinquency and violence in an effort to discover themselves. The hippies, like the Desert Fathers, turn their backs on civilization and all that it stands for, hoping to find in a return to the primitive their true desires and their destiny. Against this troubled backcloth it must be conceded that concern for education, health, housing and welfare in general has increased, and the sense of fair play on which the British pride themselves has been made evident in demonstrations against apartheid and similar injustices. Society has become less hypocritical and more fundamentally honest; censorship has disappeared and pornography has multiplied. Withall, society is more forgiving and less punitive. A liberal abortion policy has been sanctioned and homosexual acts between consenting adult males in private are no longer an offence. The realization that natural resources are too precious to be squandered has grown and the necessity of conserving the environment by preventing pollution of the atmosphere, the land, the rivers and the sea has become recognized. The overwhelming danger of the population explosion is at last becoming evident.
Some HistoricalParallels
Can history offer precedents to some if not all of these trends? Sixteen years ago Gordon Rattray Taylor (1954) , in a book with the unfortunate title 'Sex in History', sought to analyse changes occurring in social attitudes down the ages. In a work full of stimulus and interest, the principal theme he advanced is that it is possible to view history in terms of the parental orientation expressed by the majority of the ruling classes. Psychiatry has, since Freud, been well aware of the central importance in personality development of the CEdipus complexthe situation in which the child fears and resents, or makes an ally of, the parent of the same sex because he (or she) wants the attention of the parent of the opposite sex exclusively for himself. In this dilemmathe CEdipal situationthe boy, broadly, may make an ally of the father and regard the mother as a betrayer, or he may identify with the mother. The result is two distinct attitudes which Rattray Taylor has called patristic and matristic. Table 1 shows some of the attitudinal characteristics of the two orientations. Both have strengths and both have weaknesses; clearly a child, vulnerable and defenceless, needs both a mother's love and understanding and a father's strength and firness of purpose in order to develop into a balanced, emotionally secure adult. Table 2 shows Rattray Taylor's view of the oscillations that have occurred between the patristic and the matristic types of society down the ages. Throughout history one has followed the other as inevitably as light follows the darkness. If we knew why this was so, we could perhaps arrest the further progression of our current matristic pattern and then, quite literally, we and our children could enjoy the best of both worlds.
